La Grande, Oregon is home to one of Region 6 Air Tactical Group Supervisors (Air Attack) duty stations. The air attack position supervises and commands tactical aircraft over a wildland fire and controls the airspace within a fire traffic area.

The air attack responds to fires in areas surrounding La Grande including Washington, Oregon, and Idaho on all jurisdictions. From April to July, the air attack and aircraft are assigned to other regions during their fire season. During the month of July, the module is moved back to Region 6 as the local fire season starts.

For more detailed information on La Grande Air Attack, refer to these videos:

- La Grande Air Attack Mission Overview
- General Air Attack Information – Fire Fighting Airspace

CONTACT

For more information please contact us at (541) 975-5417.

2015 Air Attack Team - Pilots, mechanic and air tactical group supervisor. Aircraft - King Air E90